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Introduction

For September I planned to:

- Continue my focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Write short essay (1000 words) for Lore: An E-journal for Teachers of Writing on why I blog due September 22, 2004 – if time permits.
- Assist, as needed, in revisions of IT&P paper “Weblogs as a Bridging Genre” due September 30, 2004.
- Attend monthly IUB HSC meeting.

Due to time constraints I choice not to submit an essay for the Lore special issue and also did not attend the monthly IRB meeting, the remaining goals have been substantively met through completion of the following activities. The IT&P paper deadline was extended into October.

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Conference Presentation/Publication

- Poster entitled “Common Visual Design Elements of Weblogs” was displayed at the SLIS PhD Conference, Sept. 18, 2004.
- Poster entitled “Visual Analysis of Weblog Social Networks” was displayed at InfoVis Open House, Sept. 10, 2004.

Publication

Research

- Continue literature review for quals paper.
- Research literature for Digital Generations paper.

Teaching


Plans for next month

- I plan to continue my focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Attend International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching & Learning Inaugural Meeting October 21-24, 2004 Bloomington IN.